Organization and Management of Massive Terrain Data Using Block Quadtree
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Abstract — To alleviate the impact on terrain rendering caused by real-time scheduling deformation data, we presented an organization approach of massive terrain data based on block quadtree and Peano encoding non-pointer data index. First, we constructed block quadtree and reorganize blocks according to Peano filling curve, which could ensure location and continuity of block data and improve the speed of terrain rendering. Secondly, non-pointer data index based on block quadtree and Peano encoding was designed to realize the exact orientation of terrain data block. In addition, we adopt GPU minimum box visible detection and terrain data prediction strategy to realize dynamical management and real-time scheduling of terrain data. The experiment results show that the algorithm can improve the efficiency of data scheduling and achieve good performance for massive terrain rendering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Real-time visualization of massive terrain data is an important research topic in computer graphics. It has been widely used in the geographical information system, virtual reality and military game disaster scene simulation. With the development of the technology of sensing satellite, the amount of data based on regular grid terrain has been up to hundreds of megabytes or gigabytes. The contradiction between the scale of massive terrain data and the real-time processing ability of the computer hardware is the main bottleneck of real-time rendering of large-scale terrain. When large scale terrain scene is roaming, the visual area is only a small part of the whole terrain data. Therefore, how to design an effective data organization and realize the real-time scheduling of the visible data is of great significance to the research of real-time visualization of massive terrain data.

In decades, the domestic and foreign scholars have carried out a lot of research on the organization and management of terrain data. Early algorithms based on fine-grained level of detail (LOD)[1], which focused on the reduction of the triangles. With the development of graphics hardware, Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) has been able to deal with a large number of triangles at one time. But the transfer speed of data (especially between external storage and main memory) did not receive the corresponding development. It is difficult to adapt GPU high-speed throughput capacity. GPU is often in a wait state. Therefore the organization management of massive terrain data based on GPU has become the main research hotspot in the current large scale terrain rendering.

In the massive data organization, the predecessors have done a lot of work. Peter Lindstrom designed the interleaved quadtrees[1] on CPU to organize terrain data. The interleaved quadtrees exists data redundancy. With GPU become faster and more powerful, coarse-grained LOD, which processes a set of triangles as a simplified primitive, has replaced fine-grained LOD. Since GPU accelerated, coarse-grained LOD method achieves high performance, and is suitable for large-scale terrain rendering. Block quadtree has became the mainstream method based on GPU coarse-grained LOD with the characteristics of grid LOD and texture LOD corresponding each other, data index simply. In the block data organization, Han presented a Morton compressing method in terrain data block partition based on the surface roughness[3] in order to reduce the amount of reading DEM data and improve the compression speed. Zheng designed block-wise parallel integer wavelet transformation and SPIHT algorithms with CUDA[4] in order to achieve the high compression ratio. The above algorithms are more complicated. For accessing large data sets, Tetsuo Asano presented data layouts based on space filling curves[5] used to guarantee good geometric locality. M. Bader picked out two simple examples both related to data structures and algorithms on computational grids[6] to introduce typical data structures and related properties and problems that can be tackled by using space-filling curves. Tomáš Ježovíček selected space-filling curves to the speed up the original Fruchterman-Reingold graph layout algorithm[7] by computing repulsive forces only between vertices that are near each other. N. Albuquerquea used Peano filling curves[8] to analyze data. Current, many mobile maps and other location softwares use Peano filling curve data for encoding. In this paper, we construct block quadtree, use Peano filling curve to organize the terrain block data based on block quadtree, and design a non-pointer data index for terrain rendering.

In the massive data management, Li constructed the incremental horizon dynamically[9] according to the pre-extracted potential silhouette of each chunk in order to
reduce the out-of-core paging. Peter Lindstrom built in paging mechanisms of the operating system to by virtue of dramatic improvements in multilevel cache coherence[1]. The traditional method is that the intersection between cone of viewpoint and terrain surface has been adopt to the judgement of block visibility on CPU, which can increase CPU computational burden. Liu presented the judgement of block visualization on GPU[10], computed the geographic coordinates of the current scene on GPU, analyzed the visible region through the coordinates. In this paper, we adopt data prefetching strategy based on viewpoint shifting and the visible judgement of terrain block based on GPU minimum box.

II. MASSIVE TERRAIN DATA ORGANIZATION

The size of massive terrain data can reach hundreds of megabytes or gigabytes. It is impossible for loading the whole terrain data sets at one time. As a means to combat this problem, it is necessary to design terrain data organization and management. Block quadtree has became the mainstream method based on GPU coarse-grained LOD with the characteristics of grid LOD and texture LOD corresponding each other, data index simply and selection quickly. In this paper, block quadtree is constructed in order to optimize the tree modeling and improve the rendering speed.

Block Quadtree Construction. The regular grid terrain data is divided into blocks. The block quadtree is constructed. The whole terrain is divided into several levels. The root node of block quadtree represents a lowest resolution of the whole terrain. The size of the lower layer is a quarter the size of the upper layer. The lower layer is a higher resolution representation of the upper layer. Quarter the root node into four children nodes, northwest (NW), northeast (NE), southwest (SW) and southeast (SE). An example of block quadtree of four levels is shown in Figure. 1.

In this paper, the whole terrain data is organized by block quadtree and rendered by the coarse-grained LOD, which can meet the requirement of real-time rendering of massive terrain data in a certain degree. Through quartering the terrain data, we can improve the search speed of terrain rendering. The hierarchical continuity and local continuity of the block data in block quadtree can reduce the number of data between external storage and main memory, so as to improve the scheduling efficiency of the data.

Block Data Organization By Peano filling curve. Current, many mobile maps and other location software use Peano filling curve data for encoding. In this paper, we use Peano filling curve to organize the terrain block data. According to the order of the Peano fill curve, reorganize blocks of block quadtree. The encoding regulation of blocks data in block quadtree is defined as follow. The code of the root of the block quadtree is 00. The codes of the four children of the root are defined, in this order: SW is 0000, NW is 0001, SE is 0010, NE is 0011. The codes of the four children of the node (code: 0010) are defined, in this order: SW is 001000, NW is 001001, SE is 001010, NE is 001011. When the level is added 1, the codes of the children are added two bits binary encoding after their fathers. The added two bits binary encoding are defined in the same order: SW is 00, NE is 01, SW is 10, SE is 11. Repeat the steps until generate the left nodes of the block quadtree. The codes of block quadtree of four levels is shown in Figure 1. Set the number of level of block quadtree from the beginning of 1, we can get the level of the block quadtree according to encoding's length, level = the length of encoding/2. Every block in block quadtree has own code. An example of codes and organization of level is 2, 3, 4 of block quadtree is shown in Figure 2.

In this paper, the whole terrain data is organized by block quadtree and rendered by the coarse-grained LOD, which can meet the requirement of real-time rendering of massive terrain data in a certain degree. Through quartering the terrain data, we can improve the search speed of terrain rendering. The hierarchical continuity and local continuity of the block data in block quadtree can reduce the number of data between external storage and main memory, so as to improve the scheduling efficiency of the data.

Block Non-pointer Data Index Computation. Reorganize blocks according to Peano filling curve could meet the physical address of the adjacent data with the geometry of local continuity. Terrain block boundary coordinates information can be needed in terrain rendering. How to exactly orientate the terrain block boundary coordinates according to Peano filling curve is an important study in terrain rendering. It is necessary to design an efficient data index computation.

Set the left lower corner point of the terrain block as the origin of the coordinates as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: l=4 Block Data Organization using Peano Space Filling Curve.

The length of the whole terrain is W. Set the level of block quadtree as l. So the length of each terrain block is shown in Eq. 1.

$$ block = W \gg (1 - l) $$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Design a non-pointer data index according to Peano filling curve encoding. The law obtained by Peano filling curve is used to compute the terrain block boundary coordinates. The terrain block boundary coordinates contain left boundary, right boundary, bottom boundary, top boundary. The expression of right boundary and left boundary is shown in Eq. 2. The expression of top boundary and bottom boundary is shown Eq. 3.

$$ right = left + block $$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$ top = bottom + block $$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

L is the level of block quadtree in Eq. 2 and Eq. 3. Therefore, if left boundary and right boundary has been computed, the four boundary coordinates can be obtained.

Firstly, compute the left boundary coordinate. As an example, extract the first line of encoding in Fig. 3. The relationship between encoding and horizontal coordinate is shown in TABLE I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Encoding</th>
<th>Coordinate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000000</td>
<td>0 W/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000000</td>
<td>10 W/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000000</td>
<td>10 W/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000000</td>
<td>5W/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000000</td>
<td>3W/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000000</td>
<td>7W/8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As seen from Table 1, if the second bit from the right is 1, the length can represent W/8. If the third bit from the right is 1, the length can represent W/4. If the fifth bit from the right is 1, the length can represent W/2. When computing the data index, it is only necessary to extract the data from the various even bits of encoding. The left boundary coordinate can be obtained by accumulating the length of even bits of encoding represented.

Define block quadtree encoding as ZINDEX. The second bit from the right is obtained by right shifting one bit, ZINDEX>>1. The forth bit from the right is obtained by right shifting three bits, ZINDEX>>3. The sixth bit from the right is obtained by right shifting five bits, ZINDEX>>5.

When the level is 1, the number of encoding bits can reach 2*1. Define $ level_l = 1 - l $. If the current level is L, each even bit of encoding can be obtained by Eq. 4.

$$ Zindex_{x} = ZINDEX >> \left( 2 \times (L - level_l) + 1 \right) $$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The left boundary coordinate of the block is expressed in Eq. 5.

$$ BLOCK.left = \sum_{i=1}^{l} \frac{1}{2} block_i (Zindex_{x}, 1) $$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The right boundary coordinate of the block is expressed in Eq. 6.

$$ BLOCK.right = \sum_{i=1}^{l} \frac{1}{2} block_i (Zindex_{x}, 1) + block_i $$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Secondly, in the same way, compute the bottom boundary coordinate. As an example, extract the first column of encoding in Fig. 3. The relationship between encoding and longitudinal coordinates is shown in TABLE II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Encoding</th>
<th>Coordinate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000000</td>
<td>0 W/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000000</td>
<td>10 W/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000000</td>
<td>10 W/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000000</td>
<td>5W/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000000</td>
<td>3W/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000000</td>
<td>7W/8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As seen from Table 2, if the first bit from the right is 1, the length can represent W/8. If the third bit from the right is 1, the length can represent W/4. If the fifth bit from the right is 1, the length can represent W/2. When computing the data index, it is only necessary to extract the data from the various odd bits of encoding. The left boundary coordinate can be obtained by accumulating the length of odd bits of encoding represented.

Define block quadtree encoding as ZINDEX. The first bit from the right is obtained by right shifting zero bit, ZINDEX>>0. The third bit from the right is obtained by right shifting two bits, ZINDEX>>2. The fifth bit from the right is obtained by right shifting four bits, ZINDEX>>4.

If the current level is L, each odd bit of encoding can be obtained by Eq. 7.

$$ Zindex_{y} = ZINDEX >> \left( 2 \times (L - level_l) \right) $$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The bottom boundary coordinate of the block is expressed in Eq. 8.

$$ BLOCK.bottom = \sum_{i=1}^{l} \frac{1}{2} block_i (Zindex_{y}, 1) $$  \hspace{1cm} (8)
The top boundary coordinate of the block is expressed in Eq. 9.

\[ \text{BLOCK}_{\text{top}} = \sum_{z} \text{block}_{z} (\text{Zindex}, 1) + \text{block}_{z}, \]

The computation of the four boundary coordinates has been completed in the preprocessing. The boundary coordinates are used to CPU selects the visible blocks, when visible region coordinates obtain by GPU. Reorganizes blocks according to Peano filling curve could enhance data access locality and improve blocks’ query efficiency. The non-pointer data index only needs the block encoding to realize exact orientation of the four boundary coordinates, in order to achieve the partial reading of the whole terrain data and simplify the operation of massive data. The computation of boundary coordinate, according to Peano encoding, contains only additive and bit operations, the computational complexity is not high.

III. MASSIVE TERRAIN DATA DYNAMIC MANAGEMENT

In the process of terrain rendering based on view point, it is necessary to adjust the main memory data in real-time. In this paper, we study the dynamic management of massive terrain data based on GPU visibility judgment and data prefetching strategy.

GPU Visibility Judgment. When terrain is rendering, only visible terrain areas are needed to enter the graphics pipeline. Visible terrain data is only a small part of the entire terrain data. How to judge the visible data is an important problem in dynamic management and real-time scheduling of massive terrain data.

In the traditional method, simplify the CPU view of the body as a column. The bottom surface of the column is a triangular. When visibility is judged, project of the column and intersect with the horizontal plane. This will cause a lot of stress on the CPU’s calculation.

In this paper, we judge block visualization on GPU, similar to [10]. We use “Render To Texture” to map every terrain block into a texture on GPU. So the texture can save every block’s coordinates(x, y). Then put the texture read back to CPU. Calculate the visible region through the cycle of judgment of minimum value of geographical coordinates. According to principle of minimum bounding box, the minimum box can judge terrain visible region is shown in Figure 4. The minimum box, which represents the visible region, is made up four coordinates (min x, min y), (max x, min y), (max x, max y), (min x, max y).

The visibility judgement by GPU the minimum box makes full use of GPU and reduces the CPU computation burden. Because the terrain frustum culling rendering, redundant data are not drawn, which can not affect the speed of terrain rendering.

Data Prefetching Strategy. We use data prediction method to solve unsmooth problem caused by transferring the deformation visible data from the external storage in the terrain roaming. According to the position of the viewpoint and the change direction of eye sight in the terrain roam, predict the location of the point of view, and determine whether import the deformation visible data into main memory or not. Schedule the possible data according to the forecast position can reduce the waiting time to load the deformation data, and ensure the terrain smooth roaming in a certain extent.

GPU Terrain Rendering Based on Block Quadtree. In terrain rendering, we make full use of the characteristics of GPU multi-channel parallel processing and texture mapping. Only load visible block quadtree from CPU to GPU, and perform two-dimensional texture mapping and error metric computation on GPU to realize GPU terrain real-time rendering. All blocks in visible block quadtree can be seen as text to compute on GPU. In this article, the R channel respectively stores the level of the whole block quadtree, the G and B channels respectively store coordinate BLOCK left and BLOCK bottom. The level, BLOCK left and BLOCK bottom, could be used to compute the orientation of the block. Visible terrain data orientation, visible terrain data scheduling and texture mapping have been adopt to realize GPU terrain rendering based on block quadtree.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to the above algorithms and principles, we use a data set over the Puget Sound area in Washington provided by Peter Lindstrom personal home page, which is made up of 16385*16385 vertexes at 10 meter horizontal and 0.1 meter vertical resolution, 650M. The length of each block is 513. We use a 3.0GHz Intel Pentium IV PC, with 2G DDR2 of RAM, GeForce 9500GT graphics with 512M of graphics RAM, and SATA 500G disk in our experiments. We implement prototype program using Windows XP32 and Visual Studio C++ 6.0, OpenGL and OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL). The prototype program is used to verify effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in this article.

In order to test the block quadtree data organization and Peano non-pointer data index, we organize the terrain data as the following three forms: CPU interleaved quadtrees[1], GPU block row column linear organization, GPU block quadtree Peano organization (GP block quadtree Peano non-pointer data index organization in this paper). Statistic access data number per frame of different data organizations in data scheduling, as shown in Fig. 5.

As seen from Figure. 5, the data scheduling efficiency on GPU is higher than the data scheduling efficiency on CPU. The data scheduling efficiency of GPU block quadtree Peano organization is highest. The access data number per frame is about 0.38M. Compared to CPU interleaved quadtrees, the access data number per frame of our algorithm can reduce
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The algorithm in this paper can improve the speed of terrain rendering efficiently.

Real-time rendering screenshots of terrain textures are shown as Figure 6.

Experiments’ results can verify that our algorithm can greatly improve the speed of the terrain rendering and guarantee terrain rendering smoothly.

V. CONCLUSIONS

According to massive terrain data organization and management, block quadtree is constructed to reorganize terrain data blocks, which could meet hierarchical continuity and local continuity of terrain data and improve the scheduling efficiency of the data. Reorganize blocks Non-pointer data index according to Peano filling curve could realize exact orientation of the four boundary coordinates and improve blocks’ query efficiency. GPU the minimum box data prefetching strategy could access speedily visible data and reduce access data number per frame. Experiments prove that our algorithm can improve the speed of the terrain rendering and achieve a good visual effect. Future work includes terrain error metric and researching eliminating cracks efficiently to meet the massive complexity of terrain rendering.
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